
 
 

A SOUND BORN OF THE SPIRIT 
5 May 2013, Ps Truandi Smith 

Scripture Reading:  Isaiah 60:1-5, 18 

Introduction: 

We have been given the key of David, keys of the kingdom. 

Matthew 16:19 

And I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven and 
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven. 

So what are these keys?  

KEYS     =  SOUND  =  ACCURATE FREQUENCY 

• penetrate the heavenlies 
• connect with the frequency of heaven  

- by the Holy Spirit connect to the Father’s heart 
• resonate 

- come in unity with the Deity; make a symphony together  
• transmit 

- we can only transmit something that we have resonated  
• reveal 

- the heavens connect with earth to: change the atmosphere : create a climate : sustain a stronghold : 
have a Supernatural culture settle in 
 

SOUND VS NOISE 

Will a sound and a noise produce the same effect? 

Noise:  

- a sound, of a loud, harsh or confused kind, deafening noises 
- a non-harmonious or discordant group of sounds 
- an electric disturbance in a communications system that interferes with or prevents reception of a 

signal or of information, as the buzz on a telephone or snow on a television screen 
- synonyms: babel 
- What happened at Babel? 

Sound: 

- the sensation produced by stimulation of the organs of hearing, by vibrations transmitted through the 
air or other medium 

- mechanical vibrations transmitted through an elastic medium, travelling in air at a speed of 
approximately 331m/s at sea level 

- the particular auditory effect produced by a given cause 
- any auditory effect, any audible vibration  
- a noise, vocal utterance, musical tone 
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Are we producing a sound or a noise? 

What are you hearing? 

Natural: 

Light travels faster than sound. It’s opposite to what we experience in the Spirit. 

Spiritual: 

First hear, then see. 

Mark 10:46-52 

Bartimaeus heard the voice, the frequency of the Healer. He responded to the frequency by shouting, trying to 
resonate. Jesus called him and he responded by getting up (arising). His sight was restored. Bartimaeus could see! 

A sound born of the Spirit has no limitations!  God is the God of no limits! No boundaries! No end! 

The Supernatural has no calculable depth, width and height.  So, there is no limitation on the 
dimensions of the Supernatural. 

If God gave us the keys of David, He has by His divine power given us access to the next dimension. The access 
code is accurate frequency!  There will always be another next dimension. He does the drawing. 

Parallel   :  Sound and Light 

Jesus answered: Most assuredly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of 
God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. Do not marvel that I said to you, 
“You must be born again.” The wind blows where it wishes, and you hear the sound of it, but cannot tell where it goes. 
So is everyone who is born of the Spirit.  

John 3: 5-8 

Scenario: 

- wind of the Spirit 
- produces a sound 
- g5456 = phone   
- a sound of inanimate things, as musical instruments (lifeless, spiritless) 
- a voice of the sound of uttered words 
- speech of a language, tongue 

The latter two are obviously recognizable by someone that understands that specific words or language. 
So, somebody out there will be able to hear the sound and resonate with that frequency. 

- a tone probably akin to g5316 
- akin= of kin; allied by nature; having the same properties 
- g5316 = phano 
- to shine or make manifest (especially by rays, e.g. fire, light) 
- metaphor used in this description: God is light. 
- light has the extremely delicate, subtle, pure, brilliant quality to lighten or to shine. I.e. show, appear, 

be seen : i). to bring forth into the light; ii). Cause to shine or shed light 
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The same meaning applies to: Revelation 1:12, 15,18 

Then I turned to see the voice that spoke with me. And having turned I saw seven golden lamp stands….  One like the 
Son of man…. His feet were like fine brass, as if refined in a furnace, and his voice as the sound of many waters; And I 
have the keys of Hades and of Death. 

In the Spirit (Supernatural):  We have journeyed from 

1. outside of God’s presence    to 
2. into his presence    and through it 
3. into the glory  

Physically (natural): 

1. started with a noise 
2. frequency was fine-tuned 
3. Holy Spirit helped us to connect to the Father’s heart 
4. resonated with the triune frequency 
5. lead to the next level 
6. broke the “sound barrier” 
7. the same frequency that produced a sound, now becomes visible 

This is when heaven touches earth, and the glory becomes visible for all to see! 

Example:   A Light on a hill 

They will hear a sound before they will see the light! A sound born of the Spirit! 

Isaiah 60 

Arise! Shine! 

To shine has different meanings. 

A. To shine, be bright or resplendent (shining brilliantly – gleaming) 
B. To become evident, to be brought forth into light. Come into view, appear. Exposed to view. Become 

clear,  manifest! 

If something needs to be exposed, wasn’t it hidden sometime?  And the glory of the Lord …..! 

We have gone past the stage where we only produce a frequency that is heard. We are producing frequency that 
causes light to come forth. Light only happens when we come into the glory of the Lord. 

Glory in Hebrew = kabod 

• has weight (figuratively in a good way, copiousness) 
• glorious, abundance 
• splendor, riches 
• dignity, reverence 
• reputation, honor 

…and His glory shall be seen on you. And the nations shall come to your light!  A light on a hill!  People will 
run into the walls of Salvation (Soteria) and through the gates called Praise! 


